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How the IMF did it—sovereign debt restructuring between 1970 and 1989

Jérôme Sgard*

Key points
- Between 1982 and 1989, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) acted as a third-party in a total of 109 debt restructurings between 41 debtor states and their creditor banks.
- At the core of these restructurings was the old Stand-By Arrangement (SBA), i.e. the standard IMF instrument for conditional lending to member-countries.
- The SBA was thus transformed into a three-way, voluntary arrangement that de facto rested on a rule of mutual veto.
- This self-sustained, though largely ad hoc procedure depended on the systematic ignoring of all hard-law or contract-based rules that could have shaped the debt restructurings.
- This article analyses: (i) how this regime emerged through trial and error during the 1970s; and (ii) how it was implemented, accounted for and justified after the 1982 Mexican crisis.

1. Introduction

The saga of Argentina’s debt renegotiations since the 2001 default, followed by the chaotic experience of Greece after 2010, has reminded us how difficult it is to build a sustainable, well-accepted procedure for restructuring sovereign debts. Despite decades, if not centuries of experience, policy makers lack a solid body of principles and guidelines so that, again and again, each time this market is in crisis they are haunted by the same dilemmas. The first one is typically over who may declare that a country’s debt should be restructured, and by which criteria. Next come many more difficult questions about the place or jurisdiction where a settlement may take place, coordination and decision-making among the parties, or the link between a financial settlement and the monitoring of the debtor country’s policy commitments.

Since the mid-1990s this debate has increasingly focused on one subpart of this broad range of issues, namely decision-making among creditors. After the option of a specialized supra-national court was rejected in 2003,¹ most contributions have focused on whether, and how, different contingent clauses written in the initial debt contracts may guide the parties if and when a restructuring becomes necessary. This discussion first revolved around the issue of the Collective Action Clause² and later moved to the pari
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passu clause, especially in the wake of the decisions rendered by New York courts and the US Supreme Court in 2013 and 2014 on the Argentine case. These most recent evolutions are striking because they seem to prohibit any majority-based decision rule among creditors, even though since the Middle Ages domestic bankruptcy statutes have almost always endorsed this non-contractual, coercive principle. The underlying trend is however broader: there is arguably no period in modern history when the renegotiation of sovereign debts has been so strongly structured by a rather narrow contractual language. Even during the first global era, before 1914, when no multilateral agency interfered in restructurings, these operations were more ad hoc and took place farther away from the national courts of justice.

The contrast is also very strong when comparing current practices with those observed during the debt crisis of the 1980s, which are the subject of the present article. While today we observe at best a fledgling and contested regime, the rules that were adopted immediately after the Mexican quasi-default of August 1982 proved remarkably stable and predictable: until 1989 they governed a total of 109 restructurings between 41 debtor states and hundreds of creditor banks. Of course this episode is first remembered today for the long lapse in time (seven years) before creditor countries accepted the principle of large write-offs, instead of simple debt service rescheduling. But here is a problem of substance, not one of procedure. Process in fact worked fine, at least in relative terms, though how this stability was obtained is now largely and curiously forgotten. Here is indeed a lesson that was neither entirely drawn, nor handed over.

The key feature of this procedure was a veto-based decision rule. In case after case, each party had to endorse explicitly a so-called burden-sharing agreement that sought to balance on an *ex ante* basis the financial concessions made by banks, the policy commitments of the debtor country and the International Monetary Fund (IMF or the Fund) lending. The voluntary dimension that was enshrined in this decision rule was a response to the absence of a proper jurisdictional authority that would have allowed the Fund or another authority to adjudicate cases. Still, creditors were coordinated, economic costs and losses were shared, debt contracts were rewritten, and economic policies generally changed course. Moreover, the burden-sharing agreement endowed these accords with a measure of perceived distributive fairness, hence of legitimacy: they could be opposed to third parties, like bank shareholders, electors or representatives of key Member States on the Fund’s Board. Lastly, the multilateral character of this regime ensured that a degree of ‘comparability of treatment’ (in IMF-speak) would apply across cases.

Another remarkable trait of these rules is that they were never formalized in any international agreement, treaty, communiqué or guidelines. Restructuring operations were exclusively founded on bylaws that had been formulated internally by the Fund before being de facto adopted by creditor banks and debtor countries. All alternate hard law regulations or contractual clauses that could have governed or influenced debt renegotiations were systematically ignored or circumvented; even the IMF’s own statutes, the 1944 Articles of
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Agreement, were freely reinterpreted when convenient. An ultra soft law mechanism thus ousted all better established authorities that could have legitimately claimed jurisdiction.

The veto rule and widespread informality together beg the question of how the overall procedure was structured and what exact role the IMF played in it. Did it work as the proxy of a court or an arbitration tribunal? Or was the neutral and technical character of its many contributions only a shield, with the actual game boiling down to a more or less sophisticated mix of bargaining and brokering? In this case, outcomes would have been shaped in fact by the brutal political economic forces that are typically unleashed by sovereign defaults. But then what about the rule of mutual veto? Why would the parties have adhered to such a demanding rule, if in fact power struggles ruled the day?

The best way to explore this experiment is to start with the nitty-gritty of how debt restructurings and macroeconomic programmes were actually discussed and articulated in relation to each other. The Fund’s archives reveal how experimentation, bargaining and raw power politics delivered this ad-hoc assemblage set of rules according to which cases were then processed. We can then recount how the post-1982 procedure resulted in practice from a decade-long process of trial and error, that built in turn on the rules and usages that the Fund had developed since the 1950s. The same archival sources show however that this regime always rested on a constellation of interests and power relationships whose gradual decline after 1987 directly affected its capacity to deliver settlements. Once the banks and the countries involved had recovered from the initial economic shock, the capacity to arm-twist them into the IMF negotiating rooms rapidly declined. Political economic contingencies thus threatened, constrained and shaped altogether the procedure that governed renegotiations.

The next section briefly summarizes the existing literature on the debt crisis of the 1980s. Sections 3 and 4 then analyse how the regime that emerged in 1982 resulted from a long process of trial and error that began in 1970 before being shaped by the tensions that rapidly surrounded the post-oil shocks, the so-called recycling strategy. Section 5 then moves on to the specific crisis of the 1980s and how the Fund addressed it, and section 6 analyses how these rules were described and justified in spite of their soft, lightly formalized character. Section 7 is a conclusion.

2. What the literature says

The regime for sovereign debt restructuring that was built and operated by the Fund during the 1980s stands out indeed from practically all other experiences. Before 1914, these operations resulted generally from direct negotiations between debtor countries, issuing banks and bondholders’ associations, without intervention by any third-party, multilateral or not; in the worst cases, gunboats would be sent, but this measure was seen as an exception to the rule.4 Later, the League of Nations intervened repeatedly in these

matters, just as the IMF since 1995, but both proved unable to build a well-accepted, stable set of rules. Critically, all attempts at establishing some kind of bankruptcy court or arbitration panel for sovereign debts failed miserably: first during the pre-1914 era at The Hague, then in the late 1930s in Geneva and finally in the early 2000s in Washington. Against this background, the recent experiences of Argentina and Greece remain as examples of how ‘not’ to address sovereign insolvency. These repeated failures ultimately reflect the fact that a multilateral forum is not a natural jurisdiction for solving debt disputes, neither between private parties, nor between states and private investors. In fact, national governments have never conceded the authority to adjudicate their debt problems to any such body.

One important reason why so little is known about the workings of the 1970s and 1980s regime is that most social scientists who have studied this episode have shared a similar disregard for its legal and procedural dimensions. The pattern applies whether they have focused on the international politics of the debt crisis, on the broader long-term history of international finance or on the macroeconomics of over-indebtedness and balance of payment adjustment. This lapse also extends to later publications, like Reinhart and Rogoff, or Das and others, which cover a lot of ground in matters of sovereign debt without adding much on the specifics of the 1980s cycle. The main exceptions to this broad rule are Cohen, who is still a good primer on the early part of the crisis, Lipson and Guttentag and Herring. However, the extent of the information available to them was substantially less than what is now available, so that they do not...
entirely reconstruct the link between the macro-side of the crisis and the micro-level legal and contractual dimensions of restructuring operations.

In order to better identify the rules that shaped the restructuring procedure and endowed it with remarkable predictability, one should thus look first at the legal literature, like Horn, Buchheit, MacCallum, Gold or Hagan. Beyond these, the key sources are the Fund’s own publications and archives. The present article is based as suggested, in particular on a systematic exploration of: (i) the Minutes of the Executive Board meetings, which reflect how Member States (represented by Executive Directors) discussed debt issues and tried to guide the organization; (ii) the various proposals and appraisals made by the staff, which capitalize the internal expertise of the Fund; and lastly (iii) a stream of reports and publications by the Fund’s Legal Department which tracks its jurisprudence on conditional lending, primarily the Stand-By Arrangement (SBA).

3. How the game started

Taking control of the playing field

There was nothing inevitable about the emergence of the IMF as the main forum for dealing with sovereign debt problems in the 1970s. As its 1944 Articles of Agreements did not envisage any such role, first the Executive Board had to agree that the absence of a formal mandate was not an excuse to stay put, a decision which in fact raised little resistance from the principals. As the American Executive Director casually noted at a Board meeting, in April 1971, relying on the expertise of the Fund ‘where appropriate . . . was often extremely useful’—a statement that could well be interpreted as a green light for wading more deeply into sovereign debt matters. However, the IMF could just as well have anticipated on Milton Friedman’s advice to stop lending and provide only expertise, information and goodwill. Whether this tack would have led to countries with debt

23 The Staff’s archives are mostly made of (i) ‘Staff Memoranda’ that convey to the Board the collective experience, judgement and proposals of the organization; (ii) internal ‘Office Memoranda’, which reflect the internal policy debates and are typically not circulated to the Directors; and (iii) ‘Private Papers’ of the successive Managing Directors, which are the key intermediary between the Staff and the Directors. These archives are opened to the public after 5, 10 or 20 years depending on how politically sensitive the contents are.
25 IMF (21 and 23 April 1971) Minutes of the Executive Board Meeting, 71/33 and 71/34.
26 ‘If the IMF were out of the picture . . . the banks would arrange their own rescheduling of debts, as they do with domestic borrowers in trouble.’ Milton Friedman, ‘No More Money for the IMF’ Newsweek (3 November 1983).
problems to a less controversial presence is not clear: later during the same decade, banks began to use the Fund’s pronouncements as a source of risk assessment, and even started to ask for its private judgement on the evolving situation in given countries—whether a programme was on track or drifting.27 The Board soon judged that this role might seriously limit its discretion and capacity to adjust its judgements when bargaining with countries’ governments.28 More generally, it was clearly agreed upon that the Fund should never mimic a rating agency or become the operator of a system of traffic lights for international capital markets.

The decision to enter the debt restructuring business also implied the de facto rejection of alternate institutional options. The first, outright default, was seldom considered in practice. In that case, the parties would have followed the initial debt contracts’ provisions for renegotiation, and if a private agreement could not be obtained then the parties would have litigated—probably under different jurisdictions.29 Moreover, in many cases, a ‘default event’ on one class of debt or another would have extended to all other contracts, after which most creditors would have been forced to post large loan-loss provisions or even declare themselves insolvent. In practice, this was a recipe for disaster. A second option was for privately coordinated creditors to enter in direct negotiations with the government of the debtor country—without any mediation, somewhat as before 1914. Only one experiment of this sort was attempted, in 1976: at its own initiative, Peru negotiated both a financial agreement and an economic programme with a consortium of American banks but without any input from the Fund in terms of information, expertise or economic monitoring. After less than a year, the programme collapsed and the banks declared that they would never again try to do the Fund’s job; they were simply not equipped to enforce conditionality.30 Of course, the episode was closely monitored by the IMF and became part of its knowledge base.31

A third option was to restructure debt through the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). This body, governed by a one-country, one-vote decision rule, was used during the 1970s by developing countries as a platform for demanding better trade and financial conditions. At its 1979 Conference, in Tanzania, a resolution was adopted that called for the creation of a permanent ‘International Debt Commission’ explicitly aimed at balancing social fairness and financial commitments; the

27 Gold (n 21).
28 IMF (22 June 1977) Minutes of the Executive Board, EBM 77/89 and EBM 77/90; IMF, Policy Development and Review Departments, Signaling by the Fund – A Historical Review (IMF 2004).
31 ‘It is clear that the monitoring effected [by the banks in Peru] came nowhere near the close scrutiny associated with the implementation of Fund-supported adjustment programs.’ IMF ‘Program Monitoring by Commercial Banks: the Experience of Peru’ (12 February 1985) Office Memorandum to the Managing Director; IMF, ‘External Indebtedness of Developing Countries’ (24 December 1980) Staff Memorandum SM/80/273.
possibility of deciding for across-the-board debt write-offs was also mentioned. But the
developed countries immediately made clear that they were not in agreement, and this
proposal barely registered with the Fund. Clearly, the Fund was protected by its close
relationship to the financial administrations of its key Member States—after all, it is its
creature.

The ‘four corners’ of the SBAs

Once it had been agreed that addressing debt problems was actually ‘appropriate’ for the
IMF, the next step was to design a strategy to deal with restructurings and make them
easier to settle. The tool the Fund immediately mobilized was the Stand By Arrangement
(SBA), ie the standard vehicle for conditional lending which it had been developing
through trial and error since the early 1950s. Significantly, the founder of the IMF’s legal
doctrine, Joseph Gold, had often insisted when addressing Fund officials that the SBA
should be envisaged neither as a contract nor as an international treaty. In both cases, he
argued, sanction of a failure to comply would have taken a sharp ‘censorious’ character,
which was deemed unhelpful or even disruptive. The threat of sanction or even
expulsion was not an option, Gold argued, because the Fund should always aim at
keeping communication lines open so as to allow for a resumption of negotiations and to
make a new accord as easy as possible to obtain. Said differently, the priority is
‘consultation and collaboration’—a dyadic approach that may suggest pragmatism, but
also hints at bargaining and arm-twisting.

Rather than as a (private law) contract or a (public law) international treaty, the SBA
was thus shaped as a shallower ‘exchange transaction’, made of two ‘parallel
declarations’: a ‘Letter of Intent’ is first sent by the country’s authorities to the
Fund’s Managing Director, and the Executive Board then gives access to a stated amount
of refundable cash which ‘stands by’ in the Fund’s accounts until the country draws on it.
This two-track exchange explains why no document ever carries the signatures of both
parties at the same time, even though hard bargaining does happen and commitments are
entered into. Three significant features further highlight the original, self-sustained legal
character of the SBA. First, Gold is adamant that SBAs should not interact with the
domestic legal order of the member-countries, which is why the Fund never asks that they
be voted into law by national Parliaments. Then, the interpretation of the Letter of Intent
(ie the economic programme) on an ex post basis is never left to a third-party or
arbitration procedure: the Fund has always preferred discretionary bilateral ‘consult-
ations’ between the two parties. Lastly, Gold has admitted that, during at least the first

Stand-By Arrangements of the International Monetary Fund, a Commentary on Their Formal, Legal, and Financial Aspects (IMF
1970).
34 Joseph Gold, ‘The Law and Practice of the International Monetary Fund with Respect to ‘Stand-By Arrangements” (1963)
35 Gold, ‘The Law and Practice’, The Rule of Law in the International Monetary Fund, law and Practice. Pamphlet Series 32 (IMF
1980); Gold (1980).
decade or practice, the experimental and evolutionary character of the SBA implied that
the formal, legal link with the Article of Agreement was a source of concern.36

Bringing all these elements together, Gold once summed up in graphic terms this self-
contained approach by stating (in an internal presentation at the Fund) that ‘our
objective has been to set forth our understandings with members to the maximum extent
within the four corners of the stand-by arrangement’.37 What Gold may not have
anticipated at the time was the sheer flexibility of this squared legal framework: quite
soon after the IMF started addressing sovereign debt crises, it discovered that the best way
to handle them was to invite the banks to come in and deal jointly with the Fund and
the debtor country within the framework of the SBA. Therefore all parties would be able
to rely upon tested rules for bargaining and decision-making as well as on the practice of ex post
conditionality monitoring. In other words, the structure of the SBA and the
related expertise that the IMF had accumulated since the 1950s provided after 1970 a
platform where the three parties could bargain and exchange credible commitments.

**Not lending into arrears**

Technically, banks and their debt baggage entered the four corners of the SBA via one
rather narrow door. When a country with a debt problem called for help, the IMF had to
consider, among many other policy issues, how to address the arrears to lenders (interests
and capital) that had accumulated before that moment. Should the Fund ignore these
arrears and therefore act without regard for the commercial banks and more generally for
the evolution of the international credit markets? In this case, the Fund may as well 'lend
into arrears', ie while ignoring arrears entirely. The Fund converged rapidly, however,
towards the opposite, pro-active stance and so it was decided in 1970 that reducing
arrears, typically during the duration of a SBA, could be part of a programme and hence
of conditionality. As long as the country remained faithful to its commitments in this
respect (as on the more traditional macroeconomic targets), the Fund could keep lending
to it.38

In practice, the prohibition to ‘lend into arrears’, hence the obligation to coordinate
one way or another with banks, remained until 1989 a key plank of the Fund’s doctrine.
Under this rule, no loan could be made available as long as an agreement on arrears was
missing (such as rescheduling or capitalization) but also, by extension, as long as a
settlement on the general debt problem had not been reached; this settlement might thus
include as well the rescheduling of amortizations, grace periods or eventually debt write-
offs. The catch, from a legal perspective, is that any assumption regarding arrears, hence
debt more generally, inevitably affected how the ‘financing gap’ of the country (ie current
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36 This uncertainty was resolved with the 1968 Guidelines on Conditionality, which formalized the doctrine that had emerged
since 1953 in the form of a decision taken by the Executive Board. See Gold, ‘The Law and Practice’ (n 34).
37 Joseph Gold, ‘Mr Gold’s Statement on Use of Fund’s Resources and Stand-By Arrangements’ (14 August 1968) Executive
Board Meeting 68/123.
38 ‘In general, the understanding [between Fund and country] should provide for the elimination of the payments arrears within
the period of the stand-by arrangement.’ IMF, Executive Board Decision n° 3153-(70/95) (26 October 1970). See also IMF,
balance plus amortizations) would be covered over the duration of the SBA. And this arrangement had to be stated *ex ante* in the Letter of Intent if the Executive Board was to extend a stand-by loan. Thus the policy towards arrears became in practice the conduit that brought the general issue of debt restructuring into the squared structure of the SBA. Macroeconomic conditionality, financial concessions by the banks and multilateral support from the IMF had to become part of a ‘burden sharing’ accord that would be de facto written into the terms of the stand-by loan.


#### The run-up to the 1982 crisis

Making this broad rule work was not easy. A full decade of trial and error was needed, where the main external driving force was the post-oil-shocks ‘recycling’ strategy: the process through which the current account surpluses of oil-exporting countries were largely re-lent to countries like Mexico, Argentina, Brazil or Yugoslavia. Critically, private banks did most of the work and relied on large loan syndications as their preferred lending vehicle: many banks small and large, international and local, became a part of the overall scheme and of the eventual payment problems.  

In practice, as soon as the Fund had made lending conditional upon the repayment of arrears, the first problem to address was that its loans might end up supporting capital and interests outflows, rather than supporting economic adjustment. In other words, the IMF would indirectly though visibly bail out private creditors, with all the consequences that would come to haunt it in later decades: moral hazard followed by over-lending and eventually more crises. Remarkably, in the still benign environment of the early 1970s, the Fund staff already recommended a ‘balanced burden-sharing between creditors and active aid donors, avoiding any impression that new capital inflows would be largely offset by repayments to creditors’. This threat became steadily more serious as the debt problems grew and as the banks’ voice became louder inside the four corners of the SBA. Said differently, the IMF was confronted with a standard Prisoner’s Dilemma: unless it succeeded in coordinating the parties *ex ante* and in enforcing *ex post* the terms of their agreement, it would lose any capacity to control how its own resources were used. And the greater the tensions on debt sustainability, the more difficult it would be to solve this dilemma.

Until the late 1970s, the solution that was adopted took the form of a two-track approach: at the same time when the country was negotiating a SBA with the Fund, it
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40 IMF (n 25).
would bargain with the banks on arrears specifically, and on debt more generally. This approach came to be known under the codename ‘parallel operations’ though, for sure, they called for substantial exchanges of information and signals between banks and Fund.\(^{41}\) By the end of decade, however, financial distress increased further as a consequence of the second, 1979–1980 oil shock, the tightening of US monetary policy after 1979, and the world recession of 1980–1982. Whereas only 10 countries had renegotiated their debt between 1975 and 1979, 20 countries concluded such arrangements between January 1980 and August 1982. A second problem of collective action, this time among banks, then increased further the challenge for the IMF. Already by 1977, the Fund staff noted that banks could occasionally exercise ‘considerable bargaining power’, but that the main risk was stalemate: ‘occasions could arise in which the payments outlooks are so adverse that it will be difficult for banks whose interests may well be divergent to hold together in a common approach’.\(^{42}\) In 1980, the staff further underlined that debt restructurings now involved ‘formidable organizational problems for the banks. The banks generally acknowledge that their interests are best served by avoiding default (\ldots\) but individual banks have considerable incentives to attempt to reduce exposure to the country concerned’; this situation therefore imposed ‘a massive effort by lead banks to ensure coordination and cooperation among all creditor banks’.\(^{43}\) As the stakes became higher, agreement thus became more difficult to obtain and the risk increased that the Fund would eventually fail to control the use of its own resources, once disbursed. As a consequence, the doctrine of ‘parallel lending’ evolved towards a more binding relationship.

In late 1980, the Fund staff described in an internal report a recent landmark case in which ‘it had indicated to [the banks] the level of bank financing, which it considered crucial to the success of a reasonable adjustment effort. After a Fund arrangement [\ldots\] had been worked out, but before it was brought to the Board, the staff participated in a meeting where the banks agreed in principle to provide a certain level of financing’.\(^{44}\) In other words, in order to reach a viable settlement, the two negotiations could no longer unfold on two separate though parallel routes. The three parties had to meet, and the Fund would not be just a silent observer, or benevolent mediator. The same internal report then continues: ‘After the arrangement was approved, the staff assumed an active, if informal, role in helping to ensure that the planned amount of assistance was in fact forthcoming, explaining to the banks that a shortfall would force a failure of the balance of payments test and might require explanation to the Fund Board.’\(^{45}\) In this most

\(^{41}\) A 1977 Office memorandum mentions for instance that, over a six-month period, the staff had received nearly 400 inquiries from banks, among which a number were actually ‘initiated by banks to help determine their immediate decision on major lending proposals’ (Staff contacts with Commercial Banks. Office Memorandum to the Managing Director. IMF, 20 September 1977). Minutes of bilateral meetings with banks are also common in the country files retained in the archives of area departments.

\(^{42}\) IMF, ‘Fund Relations with Commercial Banks’ (7 June 1977) Staff Memorandum SM/77/130.

\(^{43}\) IMF, ‘External Indebtedness of Developing Countries’ (n 31).


remarkable statement, the venom is in the tail: ‘a failure of the balance of payment test’ meant that conditionality would be broken as a consequence of uncooperative bank behaviour, and the ‘explanation to the Fund Board’ implied that the overall programme might therefore be suspended and disbursements halted. In sum, if the banks free ride on the Fund’s lending, then the Fund might well retaliate and raise the stakes. This was no longer a world where ships sailed on parallel lines and exchanged cryptic signals.46

The other significant bifurcation before the Mexican watershed appears in a 1980 review of policies on arrears, where the Fund staff softly suggested that, in the case of large restructurings, interest arrears might be capitalized upfront and immediately made part of the total stock of debt.47 This proposition was presented as one option among others, but its strategic implications were straightforward: in this case, the banks would not only have to accept an extension over time of interest repayments, they would have to contribute to easing the financial and liquidity position of the debtor country from the very first day the programme was adopted. This is indeed what happened after 1982. And this new twist implied a new interpretation of the rule of ‘not lending into arrears’: no payment at all on interest arrears would be written into the SBA, because they would be entirely absorbed by banks as de facto new debt.

**Guidance from the principals**

During this long process of experimentation, the Fund’s staff in Washington, its missions in debtor countries and the officials in contact with commercial banks never ceased to design and discuss alternative strategies for addressing sovereign debt crises. Moreover, this was not seen as a minor issue to be left to second-rank officials. Tellingly, from early 1980 onwards the personal papers of the Managing Director, Jacques de Larosière, include many references to meetings (and dinners) with the heads of large banks, like Citibank, Warburg, Lazard or Kuhn Loeb.48 Clearly, the bankers welcomed informal exchanges of views, including on the ‘possible solutions to the major funding problems which many developing countries are likely to face in the eighties’.49 All parties saw these meetings as new practice, a point that is alluded to in a letter of thanks to Larosière that noted in passing that ‘direct contact with the commercial banks is difficult for you politically’.50

The fact that the IMF as a whole remained alert to the growing tensions in the international financial system stands, however, in sharp contrast with the positions of the Executive Directors. The representatives of member-countries typically backpedalled when discussing the ongoing experimentation, defending multilateral orthodoxy and
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46 In turn these decisions were founded only on the clause in the Articles of Agreement that establishes the Board as the sole interpreter of those Articles. See Gold, *Interpretation by the Fund* (n 34); John W Head, ‘Law and Policy in International Financial Institutions: The Changing Role of Law in the IMF and the Multilateral Development Banks’ (2007–2008) 17 Kansas Journal of Law and Public Policy 194–229.
48 IMF Archives, Larosière Papers (Box 19, File 3).
49 ibid, letter from Mr van der Wyck, from Warburg, to Larosière, dated 7 January 1980.
50 ibid, private letter to Larosière, dated 10 January 1980.
clear-cut rules of interaction with banks. Developing countries in particular were most adamant on this point, like Brazil for instance, whose Executive Director said most clearly at a 1977 Board meeting that ‘the staff should do nothing, either positively or negatively, to provoke or discourage such lending [by the banks] or it would […] be in the business of issuing certificates of creditworthiness or unworthiness’.51 The Indonesian Director added, ‘the Fund was an organization of sovereign countries […]. It should be left to private entrepreneurs to assess the [investment] risks, receiving rewards for a correct appraisal or suffering losses for wrong judgments’. The German Executive Director, always ready to defend a principled position in financial matters, declared ‘the Fund should avoid at all costs being drawn into debt negotiations between official lenders and debtor countries’.52

Again in 1981, at a time when the Fund had already started to ask banks to enter into ‘understandings’, the US Alternate Director underlined that ‘he was concerned about the recent Fund practice […] of assuming that a specific amount of debt relief [by the banks] was involved in program proposals submitted to the Executive Board’. However, a few minutes later he argued that it ‘would be important to make certain that public resources were not used to finance reflows to banks’.53 Yet he did not propose an option that could eliminate the bailout risk without entering into undue relations with the banks.

In summing up the discussion that same day, Jacques de Larosière first politely agreed with the Executive Directors: they ‘have … noted that it is difficult, and in the view of some perhaps not wise, for … the Fund to impose on commercial banks a predetermined and detailed set of debt-rescheduling norms for each particular country’. But he then brought the point home: ‘when it appears that the continuation of commercial or other private credit is an important element of the integral approach that the Fund has been developing, we shall do our best to see that the banks provide the expected amount of finance’.54 What is most striking in this (then confidential) statement is the recognition that some strong-arm politics or even coercion might be needed for the Fund to implement its ‘integral approach’. In fact, when speaking to its cautious principals, the Managing Director was much more straightforward than the staff dared to be.

5. 1982–1987: from crisis to routine

In August 1982, Mexico did not default on its debt in the exact legal sense of the ‘default event’ that is a suspension of debt service. Rather, it declared itself unable either to refinance its maturing debt or to raise fresh funds, and thus asked for help. The story of how matters unfolded during the following months has already been told in detail and needs only be briefly summarized here.55 The first step was to negotiate a so-called bridge loan with the Bank of International Settlements and its main Member States, the G10

51 IMF (22 June 1977) (n 28).
52 ibid.
53 External Indebtedness of Developing Countries. Executive Board Meeting 81/12 et 81/13, January 26.
55 Boughton (n 11) ch 7, provides a comprehensive and nearly day-by-day account of the negotiations between August 1982 and March 1983. Kraft (n 54) is the other main reference. A detailed, hand-corrected chronology of this period is also available in the IMF Archives, Larosière Papers (Box 50, File 3). See also Alvarez (‘The Mexican Debt Crisis Redux: International Interbank Markets
countries; this measure reduced the immediate pressure so that over several weeks an economic programme was negotiated between Mexico and the IMF while exploratory meetings were held with the banks. What was new in these circumstances was not the nature of the collective action problem raised by the threat of an outright default: as said previously, neither the lead banks nor the IMF were in unknown territory. But what was entirely unfamiliar was the magnitude of the problem: some 530 banks now had to be party to any agreement made, and with a country that clearly had much more economic and geopolitical leverage than, say, Zaire or Jamaica. The financial stakes were proportional: $8.2 billion ($16.8 billion in 2015 dollars) was needed just to close Mexico’s financing gap till the end of 1983.

It soon became clear to all parties that either the banks would be ‘bailed in’ via some burden-sharing agreement, or the burden would be transferred to multilaterals and to major creditor countries, that is, banks would be ‘bailed out’. In practice, the banking community was awash with proposals for banks to (i) launch a mega-loan syndication on behalf of the Fund; (ii) use the money to replenish the IMF’s coffers; and (iii) ask the Fund to bail them out from their excessive lending to developing countries. The eventual costs would admittedly have been borne by taxpayers, but for many it was a price worth paying.

The threshold was reached on 18 November, when a meeting was held at the New York Federal Reserve Bank between the commercial banks and the Managing Director of the Fund, Jacques de Larosière. On the basis of financing commitments made by the Fund ($1.2 billion) and the official lenders ($2 billion), he asked the banks to commit the balance of $5 billion. He then added that the proposed Mexican SBA ‘would not be sent to the Board [for approval and disbursement] if the coverage of the deficit gap were not known’; that is, if no binding understanding was obtained from the banks as a whole. Said differently, he attempted in full daylight to arm-twist the international banking community. That same afternoon, however, Paul Volcker (then head of the Federal Reserve) stated that as long as American banks agreed with the Fund’s demands, ‘new credits should not be subjected to supervisory criticism’. Banks would not have to augment their loan-loss reserves or reveal their possible underlying insolvency, making this negotiation a two-way game.
During the following weeks the main challenge was to maintain coordination among the banks themselves: between (i) the largest institutions, which had lent the most to developing countries, and which also maintained a major stake in the continued expansion of international capital markets; and (ii) the local and regional banks, which were only marginally exposed to the debt crisis and thus had the incentive simply to absorb their losses and withdraw to their home market. This conflict of interest would mark the political economy of the debt crisis until 1989.  

On 23 December, when the Fund Executive Directors met to discuss the Mexican loan, the lead banks had been able to obtain commitments for only $4.32 billion (of the $5 billion requested). The Managing Director proposed that the operation proceed, but he also came with a list that detailed how much each member-country’s banks still had to contribute: the Japanese banks were $92 million short; the Italians, $122 million; the Germans, $47 million; and so forth. He then ‘invited Executive Directors from countries whose commercial banks had not yet contributed their full share to consult with the authorities concerned on the best means of securing the additional funds’.  

In short, if large banks were unable to coerce the smaller ones to step up (via market power), then national domestic regulators would step in: a domestic, hierarchical relation would be mobilized in support of international coordination. Whether this strategy should be viewed as coercion or more charitably as moral suasion is a matter of judgment. More important is the illustration proposed here of how national regimes of regulated finance typical of post-1945 settlements became instrumental in addressing an international crisis, via a multilateral agency. Governments de facto intervened into private property rights at the domestic level in order to support a multilateral response to the crisis. Of course, the Fund’s Board did not miss the extraordinary character of this method: in the words of the Belgian Executive Director, ‘the generalization of the method used by the Chairman in this instance would depend on the supervising authorities in the various countries setting up appropriate arrangements’. With some irony, Jacques Polak, the Dutch Executive Director (and long-time Director of the Fund’s Research Department), could not resist the temptation ‘to compliment the US financial authorities for their willingness to assume duties with respect to banks, which they would certainly have dismissed as totally inappropriate not long previously’.

---
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6. Deformalization and justification

The decision-making process assembled in late 1982 and confirmed in early 1983 to address the case of Mexico was relied upon 109 times by 1989, sometimes with the explicit intervention of national regulators and more often under the shadow of that possibility.66

First, the debtor country negotiated a macroeconomic programme with a visiting IMF mission. In most cases this programme was sanctioned by a Letter of Intent to the IMF Managing Director, which described the economic strategy and how the financing gap would be covered; the sending of the Letter signalled the Fund’s seal of approval and its implicit commitment to extend a loan. Secondly, the country negotiated a debt restructuring accord with the banks’ advisory committee, the so-called London Club; this accord typically included a frontloaded capitalization of arrears, a rescheduling of capital amortization and some ‘new money’. Lastly, once this financial settlement had been reached, the IMF Board would formally announce a Stand-By loan and allow disbursements.

The old bilateral ‘exchange transaction’ that had been developed since the 1950s had now been transformed into a three-party transaction structured by a rule of mutual veto. If for instance the banks considered the economic program as too weak, they could indeed reject the whole package; and, similarly, the IMF could reject a financial settlement which they considered as insufficient. Hence, debt restructuring remained a voluntary decision, not a jurisdictional one. Furthermore, the new process extended over time the bond between the three parties, thanks primarily to the enforcement guarantees that came with policy monitoring by the Fund. The ad hoc, non-contractual machinery that had been built around the SBA was thus instrumental in allowing the parties to commit themselves anew, after the first contracts had failed. This new process was obtained despite the fact that neither the banks nor the debtor country ever formally delegated authority over their contractual engagements to the IMF.

Expediency

Until 1987 success rested on one further condition: outside the squared framework of the SBA, all pre-existing statutes, laws, regulations, guidelines or contractual clauses that could have affected debt renegotiations were de facto suspended, circumvented or put on hold; if not, the fragile envelope of the SBA might have been punctured by this harder legal material and soon torn to pieces. This condition first applied to international public law, specifically to the elements of a doctrine on restructuring that had developed since the early twentieth century: for example, on issues of sovereign immunity, hierarchy among creditors or the pari passu clause. These principles were discussed by international lawyers in the 1970s and early 1980s,67 but they never surfaced in discussions at the Fund

66 This figure excludes 18 accords signed between 1989 and 1994 under the Brady Initiative. Summary tables can be found in IMF, ‘Management of the Debt Situation’ (13 March 1991) Executive Board Seminar EBS/91/43. Descriptions of the successive steps in the debt strategy between 1982 and 1989 can be found in Cline (n 12) ch 5, James (n 11), ch 12 and Boughton (n 11) chs 9–11.

67 Adede (n 30); Wood (n 39); ‘Panel Discussion: Restructuring Sovereign Debt – Will There Be New International Law and Institutions?’ (1983) 77 American Society of International Law Proceedings 312–17; George Weisz, Nancy E Schwartzkopf and
or in its written statements so that lawyers struggled to account for the Fund’s actions, which they insisted implied no notion of legal responsibility. In fact, the Fund ‘carefully avoid[ed] reliance upon traditional legal remedies’. 68 MacCallum also concluded ‘sovereign debt restructuring takes place in the absence of a legal framework’. 69 Norbert Horn noted that ‘the service a lawyer can render in the restructuring of loans appears to be modest: he can provide the patterns and formulae for solutions dictated by economic necessities and achieved in negotiations where non-legal questions prevail’. 70 In fact, more than ‘the absence of a legal framework’, the procedure was marked by a strong pattern of ‘deformalization’, which does not imply that legal rules have been entirely voided. 71 Rather, hard law was substituted by soft, ad hoc, short-lived rules that delivered predictability and finality for a certain period before being shelved. Expediency gained precedence over legal consistency.

At least as significant is how the debt contracts that structured relationships between banks evolved over time. Each initial loan syndication listed some fiduciary responsibilities that the agent bank organizing the initial lending operation kept afterwards. Yet these responsibilities were generally loosely defined and, critically, they did not allow for a binding collective arrangement in case of a restructuring. 72 From the 1970s on and most clearly after 1982, agent banks were however substituted by ad-hoc Steering committees, which coordinated all creditor banks regardless of the syndicated loan(s) to which they had initially subscribed. These committees (often known as London Clubs) had no formal mandate or legal standing of their own. The debtor country chose a lead bank when announcing its intention to restructure; the latter would then convene a Steering committee, made up of 5–10 other banks. But all creditor banks never endorsed collectively this committee, its mandate or its initiatives; instead, each individual bank would sign a separate agreement with the country and thus formalize ex post the terms arranged by the Steering committee. 73 The signing of these agreements marked the moment when restructurings became legally binding and impacted the banks’ balance sheets and tax liabilities. This was, most clearly, when ‘moral suasion’ was applied.
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The relationships between creditor banks also changed substantially over the course of the restructuring cycle. As underlined by Buchheit and Reisner, these operations typically did not abolish the initial loan contracts; they changed the payment conditions and at the same time called for the forbearance of many pre-existing legal rights that stemmed from the initial contracts. But what proved most problematic was not the rescheduling of maturities on existing obligations, but the extension of ‘new money’ loans in which no bank was legally bound to participate. Moreover, new money loans were not formalized as an extension of the first generation of debt contracts, but as de novo contracts to which all banks involved in the negotiation adhered and which worked thereafter as a ‘master syndicate’. Solidarity among creditor banks was then formalized inter alia by Cross default clauses and Sharing clauses, the latter requesting that banks that obtained some side-payments share these proceeds with all others. The overall effect was to make disruptive strategies by holdout investors more difficult, so that the collective of banks would act as a ‘rather uneasy confederation’, loosely governed by the Steering committee.

Lastly, the preference for expediency over legal consistency is also observed within the Fund. The most distant origin of this pattern is in the rule, adopted at Bretton Woods, whereby the Fund is the sole interpreter of the Articles of Agreement, ie its own constitution—no judicial forum or dispute resolution procedure can be called upon. Given the predominant role of the Executive Board over the Board of Governors, which meets only twice a year, the result is that the Fund is very much a self-governed organization: the Executive Board can adopt with little external constraints the rules and decisions it sees fit. Moreover, the procedure for interpreting the Articles of Agreements that was envisaged at Bretton Woods (Article XVIII) has been substituted by an even more casual practice: interpretations typically take the form of a Decision that is the least constraining form of rule that the organization can adopt. The only tangible backstop to this remarkable agency structure is not legal, in fact, as it rests on the principle of a ‘continuous session’ of the Executive Board. Representatives of key Member States, each
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with close links to their home governments, meet at least once a week and make or endorse the day-by-day decisions based on the quota system. Because the principal–agent relationship is very hands-on in practice, there is no need for a complex, formal legal machinery to constrain and monitor the discretion of officials.

The Fund’s bias towards relative informality is indeed deeply rooted. As already said, the inventors of the SBA explicitly avoided relying on broader Fund rules, like the Articles of Agreement. Hard sanctions against non-compliance had thus been discarded early on and the first ‘guidelines’ on SBAs were adopted only in 1968. Similarly, the prohibition to ‘lend into arrears’ was adopted as only a low-key Decision in 1970, and no formal act sanctioned the later shift from the soft interpretation of this rule (interest arrears should be paid by the country during the duration of the SBA) to the hard one (they should be capitalized upfront by the banks). Last but not least, there is no mention in the Fund’s paper record of its Board voluntarily conditioning its decision to lend on the acquiescence of a representative group of banks with no legal existence.

**Justification**

How could an organization like the IMF act within such a weak legal framework? How were its interventions justified at least minimally by its statutes? Even a summary description of its actions must have drawn from an accepted vocabulary that would signal its reliance on a given set of procedural rules. These issues were at stake in March 1983 when the Fund carried out the first review of its experience since the Mexican quasi-default, six months earlier. At this point the formal or legal conditions for routinizing the new method of negotiations should have been discussed. In four large surveys, the staff described the conditions and lessons of the recent negotiations and somewhat obliquely addressed the innovations: ‘In a few recent cases [i.e. Mexico, Argentina, Brazil and some others], the Fund has found it necessary to establish a close link between commercial bank debt restructuring arrangements and Fund-supported programs by requesting an explicit commitment from the banks regarding their lending posture.’81 Yet beyond this single statement there was no further presentation or analysis of these recent cases. Rather than suggesting how the Fund could find a legal basis for conditioning its own decisions to the deliberations of an informal club of bankers, the staff seized on a completely external argument: ‘... the Fund has assumed a more direct coordinating role than has normally been the case’. The reason for this new posture, it was added, was the need to preserve ‘the stable functioning of the international financial system’.82 Another paper, discussed at the same meeting, takes the same consequentialist line and alludes to ‘possible systemic implications’.83 Some Executive Directors also made similar
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arguments. This is a line that the Fund would use again and again in the future in order to evade or rewrite its existing rules of engagement.

Yet this discursive strategy adopted in spring 1983 would never be challenged; until 1989, the Fund maintained that the Mexican experiment had just been an exceptional foray into unknown territory, it had not created any precedent. As the staff wrote in March 1983, ‘it would not be appropriate to seek to formalize any general policy criteria concerning the precise role of the Fund in such situations’. Instead, the priority should be to act ‘on an individual case-by-case basis, in close consultation with all parties concerned and keeping the Executive Directors fully informed of the possible alternative courses of action under consideration’. Discretion and informality should thus rule, with the sole (implicit) caveat that core Member States might object at any point. Alternately, it was up to the Executive Directors to take the lead and offer guidance: ‘It is recognized that this is an especially sensitive area and difficult decisions will be required regarding the extent and nature of the Fund’s involvement.’

Yet the Executive Board refused to be that specific. When debating the Mexican programme, first in December 1982, then during the March 1983 policy review, the Executive Board endorsed the Fund’s recent action and applauded its Managing Director. The US Executive Director commended both management and staff for addressing the recent crisis ‘with remarkable care and in an admirable fashion’; the UK director emphasized the ‘considerable skill’ exhibited during crisis management. One after the other, the Directors followed suit with only minor variations in their balance of compliments and implicit touchiness regarding the Managing Director’s recent action. If ever there were an example of delegation to a multilateral agent being affirmed ex post, after it had taken the organization far away from its usual practice, this was it. But the Directors refused to be more specific. The US Director simply noted that it would be important in future cases for the Fund ‘to conclude that there is a reasonable degree of certainty that the program is viable from the point of view of financing’ and hence it ‘must always have reasonable confidence’ concerning the contributions of banks. Other than that, it was merely remarked that a ‘continued cautious and careful approach will be necessary’, and that it would be important to avoid ‘unnecessary rigid linkages that could put undue burdens or responsibilities on the Fund’. At the end of the day, Jacques de Larosière concluded softly, ‘the relationship between Fund-supported programs and the debt relief … should continue to be handled on a case-by-case
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basis’.

In other words, as long as the principals agreed, the Fund had a free hand: the Executive Directors trusted its competence and judgement and, of course, they relied on the ‘continuous session’ of the Board. Again, informality and expediency rested ultimately on the tight-leash monitoring structure that had been designed in 1944, not on legal rules.

In the following years this position was consistently defended, even after the three-step decision procedure had become standard practice and systemic risk had receded. The strategy thus remained wrapped in euphemistic language. In its own writings, the Fund asked the banks only for ‘reasonable assurances’ in the framework of a ‘concerted lending’ strategy—that is, ‘an organized and collective effort on the part of commercial banks, official creditors, and the Fund to secure commitments to close an ex-ante financing gap for a member country’. Hence, the Fund would not ‘condition’ its own action on such commitments; it would instead ‘have come to expect’ them or have ‘indicated the Fund’s support’ and ‘encouraged the banks to commit themselves’; or again it would ‘advise banks to maintain a minimum level of new lending’. Even a highly informative internal report, which was prepared jointly by the different area departments in 1983–1984, failed to ask why banks would commit themselves to a burden sharing accord. Any suggestion of a coercive relation was carefully avoided, while the hint that this regime was remotely judicial in character was shunned.

This omission does not imply that the Fund’s officials and their principals were delusional. They knew very well what they were doing, and, at least at the beginning of the crisis, they considered this procedure to be the best option on the table—they even applauded it. The point is that legal uncertainty caused serious problems of justification and legitimacy. Since it was not possible to describe comprehensively the procedural rules, institutionalization remained impossible: rules first must be put into words if they are to be endowed with any legal authority. If not, as here, these rules may work only as long as all involved parties have no alternative, no exit option.
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The decline of a regime

Here was the real fault line in this experiment. On the one hand, the principle that adjustment costs should be shared equitably before the debtor country re-enters the market mimicked the expected outcome of a bankruptcy procedure, which, in practice, was substituted by a rule of mutual veto and some ‘third-party services’ provided by the Fund (a single forum, information, expertise, etc). On the other hand, the stark divergence of interests between debtors and creditors could be endogenized only as long as the IMF and its core Member States had enough leverage over them—exercising raw power (or its threat) in order to corral the parties and make sure that they reached agreement.

The evolution of these power relationships that initially made collective action possible was a main cause for the demise of this regime after 1987. On the one hand, economic adjustment in debtor countries was fairly consistent after 1982, although the rewards in terms of growth and access to capital markets were modest. Attempts to coordinate these countries politically then started to emerge, in particular the so-called Cartagena Group in Latin America. On the other hand, the build-up of loan-loss reserves by banks and the expansion of secondary debt markets steadily increased each bank’s room for manoeuvre. The consequence was increasing difficulty to contain wayward strategies by individual players, small and big. Inevitably, this brought direct pressure on the Fund’s self-binding commitment not to disburse loans until private financial accords were reached; once it had accepted an economic programme, the Fund could not wait indefinitely for banks to conclude their negotiation before actually lending.

In its 1987 annual review of the debt strategy, the Fund recognized for the first time that on future occasions holdout could become problematic. Hence, it suggested that ‘the Fund-supported program may become fully effective while relations between the country and the commercial banks remain unresolved [so that] external arrears to creditor banks would likely increase’. In other words, the Fund might break with the jurisprudence it had adopted in 1970 and decide to ‘lend into arrears’—that is, to ignore the travails of the private lenders. Yet as the Fund envisaged dismantling its overall strategy, it did not follow its usual line of approach based on expediency. Instead, it grandly stated that the banks’ equivocations ‘should not appear to prejudice the autonomy of the Fund in deciding its future relations with members, nor conflict with existing Executive Board...
guidelines’. However, it did not admit that for five years it had done just the contrary. Finally, the decision in March 1989 to accept fully-fledged debt write-offs under the umbrella of the Brady Initiative came together with the (formal) announcement that the (informal) 1982 regime would be shelved. As the Managing Director then said: ‘It is clearly the wish of this Board that the Fund discharges in full its central responsibilities in the debt strategy, but without interference in negotiations between debtors and creditors.’ A public news release even formalized the ending of the ‘no lending into arrears’ doctrine, hence that of the rule of mutual veto.

7. Conclusion

A detailed reading of the IMF Board Minutes and the Fund’s Staff Memoranda offers a unique view of how between 1971 and 1989 this multilateral organization first assembled and then operated a stable and predictable procedure for restructuring sovereign debts. Specifically, these archives document how coordination rules, flows of information, the Fund’s role as a muscular broker or the reliance upon the old practice of conditionality enforcement, allowed the Fund to address the generic problems that arose from the absence of an authority with a fully-fledged jurisdiction over sovereign debt restructurings. A further feature of this procedure is its remarkable informality, from two-sides: the restructuring rules were not themselves institutionalized, while alternate, stronger ‘hard-law’ regulations were systematically ignored. This double informality exposed the strategy to continuing problems of justification and legitimacy.

At the core of this multilateral procedure lay the old structure of the SBA that the Fund had gradually developed since the early 1950s as its standard instrument for lending under macroeconomic conditions to member-countries. This original two-track ‘exchange transaction’, which had been conceived as neither a contract nor a treaty, proved remarkably adaptable as it was gradually opened to commercial banks: between 1982 and 1989 private creditors, debtor countries and the IMF coordinated within this ‘transactional vehicle’ whose governance was structured by the rule of mutual veto though, as seen power relationships were not absent. Once adhesion had been obtained, however, the Fund could mobilize its many policy tools and give credence to the commitments made by the parties, especially regarding the economic policies of the debtor country.

This analysis of the procedure that governed debt restructuring during the 1980s underlines further the magnitude of the structural changes observed since then. Usually, analysts first point to how renegotiations were made easier by the relatively stable relationship between a group of dominant international banks and sovereign states. It
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appears, however, that the success of the regime of the 1980s hinged also on the capacity of national authorities to arm-twist local banks and to adjust their own domestic regulations when expedient. Successful pragmatism at the multilateral level thus rested indirectly on national regimes of regulated finance typical of the post-World War II Keynesian settlements.

By comparison, the present, twenty-first-century non-regime reflects two movements away from this past institutional context. On the one hand, financial deregulation at the domestic level has considerably reinforced private contractual rights, a trend that is associated with the emergence of the national courts of issuing countries as the key regulatory forum in debt matters. During the 1980s courts had no role in the debt game, while today their (domestic) constitutional mandate to interpret and enforce contractual rights has de facto displaced the Fund’s mandate. The latter’s parallel weakening is therefore the other striking feature of the present situation. Not only are its meeting rooms in Washington no longer where the action takes place. Today, the Fund is fighting for a place at the table. Not surprisingly, the link between economic adjustment and debt settlement that was at the core of the bargain over burden sharing has now become ad hoc, and any notion of comparability of treatment across countries has been essentially lost.